X-Fires™ gas fireplaceS

The inherent beauty of natural stone
meets revolutionary technology to
provide a luxurious real gas fire that
can be installed almost anywhere.
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X-Fires™1000 shown with limestone surround.

■ Representing a new frontier in luxurious style and efficiency, the X-FIRES™ gas fireplace from the Dave Lennox

Signature ™ Collection combines the inherent beauty of natural stone with the wonder of fire. The gorgeous aura

begins with a distinctive and eye-catching surround available in a natural granite or limestone finish. Inside,

RefleXion™ technology creates an infinity flame effect of multiple fire levels that is truly mesmerizing. Plus, the

lightweight design can be hung on any wall, while the vent-free catalytic converter technology cleans hot air as it

leaves the combustion chamber—allowing installation to go where venting cannot. In the living room or beyond,

this modern delight will captivate and entertain. ■
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STANDARD Features

STEP 1: Model

Minimalist, striking design is ideal for
contemporary and unconventional spaces

Choose the appropriate size for your
environment

No chimney requirement makes
installation as easy as hanging it on a wall
Catalytic technology cleans hot air as it
leaves the combustion chamber
Available in two sizes, each with a choice
of natural black granite or limestone
surrounds
X-FIRES™ 1000 is listed for use in
bedrooms*
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X-FIRES™1000

 Special surround design for lightweight construction

 RefleXion

technology produces 		
infinity flame effect
™

 Easy-to-use controls are hidden from
view but easily accessible

X-FIRES Widescreen
2

Limited Lifetime Warranty
STEP 2: Finish
*Check local codes

Select the natural stone finish that
complements your style

Limestone

Granite
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X-Fires 1000 shown with limestone surround.
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DIMENSIONS
X-FIRES™ 1000

Front View

Side View

X-FIRES widescreen

Side View

Front View

specifications
FirePlace
MODEL

Max. BTU

Min. BTU

X-FIRES 1000

NG 8,874
LP 7,500
NG 11,950
LP 10,235

5,110
5,110
6,820
6,820

X-FIRES
Widescreen

WIDTH

HEIGHT

DEPTH

39-7/16"

25-1/4"

7-1/2"

54-1/2"

25-5/8"

8-5/8"

Shown on cover: X-FIRES™ Widescreen with granite surround.

Products and dealers You Can Count On
Lennox is committed to providing you with the finest hearth
products available. Choosing the right dealer for your hearth
needs is as important as choosing the right brand, and our
dealers are a big reason why you can count on quality customer
service when you call.
IMPORTANT NOTES:
As with any heating appliance, fireplace or stove, this appliance is extremely hot
during operation. Read and understand all operating instructions before using
this appliance. For further information, consult your dealer.
Local conditions, such as elevation, wind, vent configuration and choice of fuel
will affect overall appearance of the fire and heating performance. Performance
can also vary with home design and insulation, climate, condition and type of
fuel used, appliance location, burn rate, accessories chosen, chimney installation
and how the appliance is operated.
Diagrams, illustrations and photographs are not to scale—consult installation
instructions. Product designs, materials, dimensions, specifications, colors and
prices are subject to change or discontinuance without notice.
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